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Abstract

Machine to machine (M2M) communication, which is also known as machine
type communication (MTC), is one of the fascinating parts of mobile
communication technology and also an important practical application of
the Internet of Things. The main objective of this type of communication
is handling massive heterogeneous devices with low network overheads
and high security guarantees. Hence, various protocols and schemes were
proposed to achieve security requirements in M2M communication and reduce
computational and communication costs. In this paper, we propose the
group-based secure, lightweight handover authentication (GSLHA) protocol
for M2M communication in LTE and future 5G networks. The proposed
protocol mutually authenticates a group of MTC devices (MTCDs) and a new
eNodeB (eNB) when these simultaneously enter the coverage of the eNB with
considering all the cellular network requirements. The security analysis and
formal verification by using the AVISPA tool show that the proposed protocol
has been able to achieve all the security goals and overcome various attacks. In
addition, the comparative performance analysis of the handover authentication
protocols shows that the proposed GSLHA protocol has the best computational
and communication overheads.

c© 2020 ISC. All rights reserved.

1 Introduction

M achine type communication (MTC) also known
as machine to machine (M2M) communication

is as one of the most important technologies for future
wireless communication. This type of communication
has attracted a large amount of attentions and has
been a tremendous growth during the last years. It
is developed to supply secure and wide communica-
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tions between MTC devices (MTCDs) with improv-
ing efficiency and reducing costs. Moreover, due to its
feature of no human intervention and lower network
overheads, it will play a key role in designing of next
generations of mobile cellular technology. There are
many applications for M2M communication such as
smart cities, health-care services, industrial automa-
tion, smart electricity grids, fleet management and
so on [1–3].

In the cellular networks, when a device moves away
from current eNodeB (eNB) to a new eNB, it is neces-
sary to re-authenticate it with considering all the secu-
rity requirements and low network overheads. When
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a large number of MTCDs simultaneously roam from
an eNB to a new eNB, the current handover mech-
anisms [4, 5] authenticate them separately which in
this case the network is faced to high computational
and communication overheads. Hence, it is neces-
sary to propose group-based handover authentication
protocols to authenticate simultaneously a group of
MTCDs for reducing network overheads.

The main challenges to design the group-based
handover authentication protocols in M2M commu-
nication are providing the MTCDâĂŹs security and
privacy [6]. In addition, the MTCDs such as smart
cards and chips, have limited communication and
computing capabilities [7]. Hence, the protocols de-
signed in this field should be able to achieve all the
security requirements with low computational and
communication overheads.

Until now, there is only a little research on the
group-based handover authentication in cellular net-
works. In this paper, we present the group-based han-
dover authentication GSLHA protocol that has been
able to achieve all the security goals and overcome
known attacks. Moreover, the protocol uses only hash
functions during the authentication process, and for
this reason, it has very low communication and com-
putational overheads compared with other handover
authentication protocols.

The subsequent sections of this paper are the fol-
lowing. Section 2 discusses the related works of the
group-based handover authentication protocols. In
Section 3, we present the proposed GSLHA proto-
col for M2M communication. Section 4 formally ver-
ifies the proposed protocol using the AVISPA tool,
and Section 5 analyzes the security of the proposed
protocol. The performance analysis of the protocol
and other group-based handover authentication pro-
tocols is presented in Section 6. At the end, Section 7
presents the conclusion.

2 Related Work
In the group-based handover authentication protocols,
the new eNB authenticates a group of MTCDs when
these roam to the coverage of the eNB. In this section,
we present an overview of the research works on group-
based handover authentication provided for LTE-A
and 5G networks.

The first group-based handover authentication
scheme for M2M communication in LTE-A networks
was presented by Cao et al. [8] with the name of
GAHAP. In this scheme, the new eNB uses the first
authenticated MTCDâĂŹs data to authenticate all
other the MTCDs of the group. Hence, the handover
authentication process is reduced for other MTCDs.
However, this scheme suffers from the network signal

congestion problem when a mass of MTCDs simulta-
neously require handover authentication, and also it
cannot achieve mutual authentication. Similar to the
GAHAP scheme, the same authors presented UGHA
[9] scheme. This scheme authenticates mutually and
simultaneously a group of MTCDs along with re-
ducing network signaling congestion compared with
[8]. However, both of the schemes have high network
overheads.

Afterward, Kong et al. [10] presented the secure
handover session key management protocol in LTE-
A networks. This protocol achieves key forward and
backward secrecy of eNB session keys. However, it
suffers from various security attacks and brings high
computational overhead due to the use of pairing
operations.

Recently, Cao et al. [11] proposed the UPPGHA
protocol that authenticates a group of MTCDs simul-
taneously and can be applied to all of the scenarios
for mobility between eNBs in LTE-A networks. This
scheme has been able to achieve all the security re-
quirements and resist against most of the known at-
tacks, but it cannot reduce communication and com-
putational overheads largely .

According to the above protocols problems, we
present the group-based secure, lightweight handover
authentication GSLHA proto-col for M2M communi-
cation in LTE and 5G networks. The proposed proto-
col provides the privacy of each MTCD and security
key derivation in all of the handover scenarios. The
protocol successfully achieves all security goals and
overcomes known attacks. In addition, due to the
use of only hash functions during the authentication
process, the proposed protocol has very low network
overheads in comparison with all other group-based
handover authentication protocols.

3 The Proposed GSLHA Protocol
In this section, we describe the proposed GSLHA
protocol for handover authentication in LTE and
5G networks. In this protocol, MTCDs on the same
local area set up a group, and then one of these
MTCDs with high computational and communication
resources such as smartphones or wireless modems
is chosen as the group leader. The duty of the group
leader is transferring and receiving messages to/from
the MTCDs and calculating and verifying the group
message authentication codes (MACs).

The proposed protocol consists of the initial group-
based authentication and key agreement phase and
the group-based handover authentication phase. The
used symbols and their interpretation in the proposed
protocol and their size are presented in Table 1. Note
that, in these symbols, the index G1 represents the
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Table 1. Notations and Symbols

Notation Description Size(bits)

IMSIG1−i
International Mobile Subscriber ID 128

T MSIG1−i
Temporary Mobile Subscriber ID 128

IDG1 Group Identity 128

T IDG1 Group Identity 128

IDSeNB SeNB identity 128

IDT eNB TeNB Identity 128

KASME Access Security Management Key 256

KeNB eNB Key 128

T KG1 Group Temporary Key 128

MAC/XMAC Message Authentication Code 64

RAND Random Number 128

KDF(.) Key Derivation Function 128

H(.) Hash Function 128

group G1 and the index G1−i represents the i’th
member of the group G1.

3.1 Initial Authentication and Key
Agreement Phase

In the initial phase, the group of MTCDs implements
the group-based authentication and key agreement
GSL-AKA [12] protocol to achieve initial access to
the network. After the successful GSL-AKA protocol
process, the network assigns to the group a group
temporary key (TKG1) and a group temporary ID
(TIDG1). Moreover, it assigns to each MTCD a secret
session key (K

MT CDG1−i

ASME ) and a temporary IMSI
(TMSIG1−i

).

In the proposed protocol, to achieve a secure com-
munication between the group and the eNB, the
MME and the group shall derive an eNB group key
(KG1

eNB) from the group temporary key (TKG1). More-
over, the MME and each MTCD derive an eNB
key (K

MT CDG1−i

eNB ) from the shared secret session key
(K

MT CDG1−i

ASME ).

In handovers, when the group roams from the
source eNB (SeNB) to the target eNB (TeNB), the
SeNB derives a new group temporary key (KG1

eNB

∗)
for the group and a new eNB key (K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
) for

each MTCD as follows and sends these keys to the
TeNB network.

K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
= KDF (KG1

eNB ||K
MT CDG1−i

eNB ||

IDT eNB ||TMSIG1−i)
(1)

KG1
eNB

∗ = (KG1
eNB ||IDT eNB ||TIDG1) (2)

Afterwards, the TeNB assigns to the group new
group temporary key (KG1

eNB

∗∗) from the KG1
eNB

∗ and
assigns to each MTCD new eNB key (K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
)

from the K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
as describes in the group-

based handover authentication phase.

3.2 Group-based Handover Authentication
Phase

This phase includes the GSLHA protocol, which mu-
tually and simultaneously authenticates a group of
MTCDs and the TeNB with achieving all the security
requirements and reducing costs. According to the
3GPP committee technical specifications, there are
various scenarios for mobility between eNBs, which
are divided into three categories: X2-based handovers,
intra-MME handovers, and inter-MME handovers [4]-
[5]. The proposed protocol is fit for all the mobility
scenarios in the cellular networks. In Figure 1, we
illustrate the structure of the GSLHA protocol, and
the details are as follows:

Step-1: When a group of MTCDs moves into the
coverage of the TeNB, these send a request to the
SeNB for handovering to the TeNB.

Step-2: The SeNB performs the following steps ac-
cording to the handover scenario. Note that, the
communication path between eNBs and MMEs is
assumed secure.

Step-2-1: X2-based Handover: When the MTCDs
roam between eNBs with an X2 interface.

Step-2-1-1: The SeNB generates the KG1
eNB

∗

and K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
from Equation 1 and Equa-

tion 2 and sends (TIDG1 , KG1
eNB

∗, (TMSIG1−i ,
K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
)i=1,...,n) to the TeNB.

Step-2-1-2: Then, the TeNB derives a new group
temporary key (KG1

eNB

∗∗) and a new eNB key
(K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
) as follows:

K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
= KDF (KG1

eNB

∗

||K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
||IDT eNB ||TMSIG1−i

)
(3)

KG1
eNB

∗∗ = (KG1
eNB

∗||IDT eNB ||TIDG1) (4)

Step-2-2: Intra-MME Handover: When the MTCDs
roam between eNBs managed by same MME with-
out an X2-based interface.

Step-2-2-1: The SeNB generates the KG1
eNB

∗

and K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
from (Equation 1) and
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Figure 1. The GSLHA protocol

(2) and sends (TIDG1 , KG1
eNB

∗, (TMSIG1−i
,

K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
)i=1,...,n) to the MME.

Step-2-2-2: The MME computes the K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗+

and KG1
eNB

∗+ as shown in (5) and (6) and sends

(TIDG1 , KG1
eNB

∗+, (TMSIG1−i , K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗+

)i=1,...,n) to the TeNB.

K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗+
= KDF (TKG1

||K
MT CDG1−i

ASME ||K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
)

(5)

KG1
eNB

∗+ = (TKG1 ||K
G1
eNB

∗) (6)

Step-2-2-3: Finally, the TeNB derives a new group
temporary key (KG1

eNB

∗∗) and a new eNB key
(K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
) of each MTCD as follows:

K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
= KDF (KG1

eNB

∗+

||K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗+
||IDT eNB ||TMSIG1−i

)
(7)

KG1
eNB

∗∗ = (KG1
eNB

∗+||IDT eNB ||TIDG1) (8)

Step-2-3: Inter-MME Handover: When the MTCDs
roam between eNBs managed by different MME.
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Step-2-3-1: same as Step-2-2-1.

Step-2-3-2: The SMME (source MME) sends
(TIDG1 , TKG1 , KG1

eNB

∗, (TMSIG1−i
, K

MT CDG1−i

ASME ,
K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗
)i=1,...,n) to the TMME (target

MME).

Step-2-3-3: The TMME computes the K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗+

and KG1
eNB

∗+ as shown in (5) and (6) and sends

(TIDG1 , KG1
eNB

∗+, (TMSIG1−i
, K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗+

)i=1,...,n) to the TeNB.

Step-2-3-4: same as Step-2-2-3.

Step-3: The MTCDs request access to the TeNB
through the group leader (MTCDG1−leader

).

Step-4: Then, the TeNB requests the identi-
ties of each MTCD and the group from the
MTCDG1−leader

.

Step-5: The MTCDG1−leader
generates the identity

response message (AUTHG1) as:

• Each MTCDG1−i forwards its temporary
IMSI (TMSIG1−i

) to the MTCDG1−leader
.

• The MTCDG1−leader
generates AUTHG1 as

follow and transmits it to the TeNB.

AUTHG1 = (TIDG1 ||(TMSIG1−i)i=1,...,n

||IDSeNB)
(9)

Step-6: After acquiring AUTHG1 , TeNB performs
the following:

• TeNB generates a random number (RAND)
and calculates the MACT eNB as:

MACT eNB = (KG1
eNB

∗∗||IDT eNB

||RAND)
(10)

• TeNB generates the authentication code for
each MTCDG1−i

as:

MACG1−i = (K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗

||IDT eNB ||RAND)
(11)

• TeNB generates the aggregated authentica-
tion code for the group as:

MACG1 = (KG1
eNB

∗∗||IDT eNB

||MACG1−1 ||...||MACG1−n
)

(12)

• Finally, the TeNB transmits (RAND,
MACT eNB) to the MTCDG1−leader

.

Step-7: After acquiring (RAND, MACT eNB), the
MTCDG1−leader

performs as follows:

• MTCDG1−leader
computes the new group

temporary key (KG1
eNB

∗∗) using (4) or (8).

• The MTCDG1−leader
generates MAC ′T eNB

using (10) and compares the computed
MAC ′T eNB and the received MACT eNB. If
these are equal, the group authenticates the
TeNB; otherwise, the authentication process
aborts.

• The MTCDG1−leader
sends RAND and the

successful TeNB authentication message to
each MTCDG1−i .

Step-8: Now, each MTCDG1−i
performs as follows:

• Each MTCDG1−i
computes the new eNB key

(K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
) using (3) or (7).

• Each MTCDG1−i
generates MAC ′G1−i

using
(11) and sends it to the MTCDG1−leader

.

Step-9: The MTCDG1−leader
generates MAC ′G1

us-
ing (12) and sends it to the TeNB.

Step-10: Finally, TeNB compares MAC ′G1
sent from

the MTCDG1−leader
with the computed MACG1 .

If these are matched, the TeNB sends the successful
authentication message to each MTCDG1−leader

.
If not, the TeNB sends the failed authentication
message.

4 Formal Verification of The
Proposed Protocol

The proposed GSLHA protocol is formally verified
using the AVISPA tool and coded in High-Level
Protocol Specifications Language (HLPSL) to exam-
ine various security properties. The mutual authen-
tication between the TeNB and each MTCD is the
main objective of the protocol. Moreover, it is re-
quired to preserve the secret eNB key of each MTCD
(K

MT CDG1−i

eNB ), and the group temporary key (TKG1)
during the authentication process. The defined goals
of the proposed protocol are shown in Figure 2. In
this protocol, there are three parties: MTCD, TeNB,
and SeNB. The description of these parties in the
HLPSL code is in appendix I. Moreover, the path
between the eNBs and between the eNB to MME is
assumed secure, and an attacker can only dominate
the path between the group members to the group
leader and between the group leader to eNBs.

We analyzed the proposed protocol using OFMC
and CL-AtSe backend embedded in the AVISPA tool,
and the results of them are shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, respectively. The results verify that the
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Figure 2. The goals of the proposed GSLHA protocol

Figure 3. Result summarized by OFMC backend.

Figure 4. Result summarized by CL-AtSe backend.

proposed GSLHA protocol achieves the defined goals
and resists against all the known attacks.

5 Security Analysis
In this section, we present the security analysis of
the proposed GSLHA protocol in terms of achieving
security goals, preserving the privacy of each MTCD
and resisting against known attacks. In these security
analysis, it is assumed that the channel between the
eNBs and between the eNB to MME are secure and
an adversary only dominates the channel between the
MTCDs to group leader and between the group leader
to eNBs. So, the adversary can eavesdrop and modify
the messages transmitted in these insecure channels
and attacks to the protocol. The security analysis of
the proposed protocol are discussed as follows:

• Mutual authentication: The proposed GSLHA
protocol uses message authentication codes
(MACG1 and MACT eNB, Eq.12, and Eq.10
respectively) to obtain mutual authentication

between each MTCD and the TeNB. As it can
be seen, these two MACs are generated by us-
ing pre-shared secret keys (K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
and

KG1
eNB

∗∗) and then only corresponding MTCD
and TeNB could generate these MACs. So, an
adversary can never generate them and authenti-
cate his/herself to the network entities. Moreover,
some random numbers (RAND) are embedded in
the MAC generator functions, and an adversary
can never reuse previous MACs for him/herself
authentication. Then, the proposed protocol
could successfully achieve mutual authentication
between each MTCD and the TeNB.

• Key agreement: In the proposed protocol, in
each authentication process, according to the han-
dover type, the session key between each MTCD
and the TeNB (K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
) is dynamically re-

generated (Eq.3 or Eq.7). Moreover, the group
temporary key (KG1

eNB

∗∗), according to the Eq.4
or Eq.8, is also re-generated. These keys are gen-
erated using one-way hash functions and these are
as a function of top-level pre-shared session keys
(K

MT CDG1−i

eNB and KG1
eNB ). Then, the MTCDs and

the eNBs can successfully agree with the new ses-
sion keys, and there is no way for an adversary to
find out these session keys. Moreover, since the
session keys are as a function of the secret keys
and these are generated using one-way hash func-
tions, then there is no way to link the current
session keys with previous and next keys.

• Privacy preserving: In this protocol, each
MTCD and the group, use temporary IMSI
(TMSIG1−i

) and group temporary ID (TIDG1),
instead of their original values. These two values
are assigned to each MTCD and the group after
implementing the initial phase, implementing the
GSL-AKA protocol [10]. How these two tempo-
rary values are produced and assigned to the
group, and each MTCD, are fully explained in
section 3.2 of the GSL-AKA protocol paper. As
it can be seen, the TMSIG1−i and TIDG1 are
generated using one-way hash functions, and an
adversary never able to trace the original values.
Hence, the privacy is well protected during the
authentication process of the protocol.

• Network signaling congestion prevention:
In the proposed protocol, each MTCD generates
its unique message authentication code (MACG1i

,
Eq.11) and sends it to the group leader. To pre-
vent the problem of network signaling congestion,
the group leader aggregates these MACs into
one MAC (MACG1 , Eq.12) and then sends it to
the network channel. In addition, the proposed
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protocol uses only one MAC (MACT eNB , Eq.10)
to authenticate the TeNB to all of the group
members. Then, the protocol successfully could
prevent the network from signaling congestion.

• Resistance against MiTM attack: In the
man-in-the-middle (MiTM) attacks, an adver-
sary tries to generate valid message authenti-
cation codes (MACs) of a user to authenticate
him/herself to the network, instead of the user.
The proposed protocol generates the authenti-
cation codes (MACT eNB, MACG1i

, MACG1 ,
Eq.10, Eq.11 and Eq.12 respectively) using secret
session keys (KG1

eNB

∗∗ and (K
MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
) and

an adversary can never generate these authenti-
cation codes without knowing them. Then, an
adversary cannot implement a MiTM attack and
authenticate him/herself as a valid user.

• Resistance against impersonation attack:
In the proposed protocol, the new session keys
between the group members and the network
(K

MT CDG1−i

eNB

∗∗
and KG1

eNB

∗∗) are generated using
pre-shared secret keys (TKG1 , K

MT CDG1−i

ASME ) and
other secret data. Eq.3, Eq.7, Eq.4, and Eq.8
explain how these session keys are generated. For
this reason, an adversary cannot generate these
keys and modify and change the secret messages
transmitted between the group members and the
eNB. Moreover, an adversary can never gener-
ate the aggregated message authentication code
(MACG1i

, Eq.12) and impersonate him/herself
to the network as a legal group.

• Resistance against redirection attack: In the
redirection attacks, an adversary establishes an il-
legal base station near a user and impersonates as
a valid base station to access user secret data. To
avoid from redirection attacks, in the proposed pro-
tocol, the ID of the connected eNB (IDT eNB) are
embedded in the authentication codes (MACG1

and MACT eNB, Eq.12 and Eq.10 respectively).
Then, whenever a redirection attack occurs, the
protocol entities, by checking these authentication
codes, can find out this malicious act and abort
the authentication process. So, the proposed pro-
tocol resists against redirection attacks.

• Resistance against replay attack: The pro-
posed protocol uses random numbers (RAND)
for generating authentication codes (MACG1 and
MACT eNB , Eq.12 and Eq.10 respectively). Then,
an adversary, by eavesdropping and catching these
authentication codes, can never reuse these codes
to authenticate him/herself to other entities.

• Resistance against DoS attack: In the denial-

of-service (DoS) attacks, an adversary sends in-
valid data to the victim to disrupt its actions.
In all of the AKA protocols, such as EPS-AKA
[13], 5G-AKA [14], GSL-AKA [12] and so on, the
usual method for preventing from DoS attacks is
generating the message authentication codes as a
function of all the transmitted messages. In the
proposed GSLHA protocol, for avoiding from DoS
attacks, each MTCD and the group generate their
authentication codes (MACG1−i

, MACG1 , Eq.11,
and Eq.12 respectively) as a function of all the
sent messages and then send them to the TeNB.
That way, the TeNB can verify the received data
and determine whether a DoS attack occurs or
not. Moreover, the TeNB generates its authenti-
cation codes (MACT eNB, Eq.10) as a function
of all the sent data and then sends them to the
group. Then, according to these reasons, there is
no way to implement a DoS attack on the pro-
posed protocol. Moreover, In the proposed proto-
col, there is no trust between the MTCD and the
group leader. The pre-mentioned message authen-
tication codes are generated in such a way that
whenever a malicious MTCD sends invalid data to
the others, the protocol entities can find out this
malicious act and prevent it. For instance, in Step
8 of the protocol procedure, whenever a malicious
MTCD sends an invalid message authentication
code (MACG1i

, Eq.11) to the group leader, the
leader, and the TeNB, can find out this malicious
act by calculating MAC ′G1

(Eq.12) and expel the
malicious MTCD from the group.

The security analysis of the existing group-based
handover authentication protocols for M2M commu-
nication in cellular networks is shown in Table 2. As it
can be seen, the proposed GSLHA protocol has been
able to achieve all the defined security properties and
resist against known attacks.

6 Performance Analysis
This section analyses comparatively the communica-
tion and computational overheads of the proposed
GSLHA protocol and the other LTE-A and 5G han-
dover authentication protocols. To compute these
overheads, let there are n devises aggregated in m
groups.

6.1 Communication Overhead

The total messages transmitted by each protocol dur-
ing its process is the communication overhead of the
protocol. The communication overhead of the pro-
posed protocol in each handover scenario are as fol-
lows:

In X2-based handover scenario = n + 5m,
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Table 2. Security Analysis of the Group-based Handover Authentication Protocols
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Figure 5. The communication overheads of the group-based handover authentication protocols for which (a) m=1. (b) m=50.

In Intra-MME handover scenario = n + 6m,

And in Inter-MME handover scenario, the commu-
nication overhead is equal to n + 8m.

Moreover, according to Figure 1 and Table 1, the
total bits transmitted in the wireless channel of the
proposed protocol is equal to 192n + 640m bits.

The communication overheads of the other han-
dover authentication protocols are calculated and il-
lustrated in Table 4. In addition, the comparative
analysis of them is shown in Figure 5. As it can be
seen, the proposed GSLHA protocol has the lowest
communication overhead compared with the all other
handover authentication protocols.

6.2 Computational Overhead

The computational overhead generated by each pro-
tocol can be calculated by summing the computation
time of each cryptographic functions used in the pro-
tocol in term of n and m. The computation time of
the cryptographic functions used in the protocols are

calculated and tested on an Celeron 1.1 GHz pro-
cessor as an UE and Dual-Core 2.6 GHz as an eNB.
These are mentioned in [15] and some of these func-
tions operation time are shown in Table 3. According
to the contents of Section 3, the computational over-
head of the proposed protocol at the MTC devices is
calculated as:

(Thash) ∗ n + (2Thash) ∗m

And at the network is:

(Thash) ∗ n + (2Thash) ∗m.

Thus, the total computational overhead is equal to:

(2Thash) ∗ n + (4Thash) ∗m.

The communication overheads of the other han-
dover authentication protocols are shown in Table 5,
and the comparative analysis of them is illustrated in
Figure 6. It is observed that the proposed GSLHA pro-
tocol has very low computational overhead because
it uses only hash-functions during the authentication
process.
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Figure 6. The computational overheads of the group-based handover authentication protocols for which (a) m=1. (b) m=50.

Table 3. The Computation Time of Some of the Cryptographic
Functions Calculated in [15]

Moreover, it is worth noting that the computational
overhead of the 3GPP handover mechanism [4]-[5]
and the GAHAP scheme [8] are a little less than
the computational overhead of our proposed protocol.
However, According to Table 2, these schemes could
not achieve all of the defined security requirements,
but the proposed protocol achieves all of these goals.
Then, the proposed GSLHA protocol can achieve all
the defined security requirements and also has very
low computational overhead.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose the GSLHA protocol for
Mi2M communication in LTE and 5iG networks. In

Figure A.1. The role of the MTCDs.

comparison with other handover authentication pro-
tocols, the GSLHA achieves all security requirements,
resists against all the known attacks, and preserves
the privacy of each MTCD. In addition, the perfor-
mance analysis of the existing handover authentica-
tion protocols shows that the proposed GSLHA pro-
tocol has the best computational and communication
overheads.

A HLPSL Codes of The Proposed
GSLHA Protocol

The basic roles of the MTCDs, SeNB and TeNB
of the proposed protocol are shown in Figure A.1,
Figure A.2 and Figure A.3, respectively.
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